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About This Game

Its Disco Time.

The 80s are back!
Enter the Dancefloor and celebrate an 80s club party in VR.

Features

18 80s Style Music Tracks or use The InGame YouTube Browser

3 Clubs + Miami Style Street with entrances to the clubs

Interaction: Ask a Dancer for a dance, you can choose between 20 dance styles

7 Various effects like Slow Motion, Neon, Fog, Alcohol, Drawing and more

Fun Games like Dart, Bowling, Mini Basketball, Pool Billiard and Arcade Machine

Teleportation and Free (Slide) Locomotion VR
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what a fun game ,easy to pick up and price is good .well done devs. This could become a nice co-op game. Well worth the
0.19€ it cost me.. run baby run. I've been play cod for years, and I know what I like and this game has it all. Robots and soldiers
in space. Online matchmaking needs improvement, number of players in a mode is needed. I give it 3\/5.. this is the best part
Egypt I love it. this game is awsome. in school when i was litle i was playn whit me frend on paper cs 1.6 like this game and that
thipe game now is in steam much memories i love it awsome loking that game is early acces i dont know what mor need add in
this game its feels like its done on all 100% only the players not a lot but styl i enjoy it love it

Sorrt bad english. alrght ive played about a full 16 minutes of this game and found that its nearly impossible. you could possibly
compair it to dark souls when it comes to difficulty. The game play itself is fairly simple with a compelling and dark story line.
  The game play consists of two functions running and flashlight useage. Your thee only man stranded in a town full of
murderous middle aged women.
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I don't own many DLC's, but I like this one, especially the route. It's really a mindblowing piece of track. It does have some
minor issues, the distance snow textures are quite blurry and the route isn't easy for every pc. The BR 426 is also not a light-
weight, but the cab an the passview are really dissapointing. The cab is fully done with photo-textures, that doesn't look too
good. The passview has also some photo-textures and low-quality textures. So, if you're interested in some beauty, don't look
inside this train.
While my pc does almost every train on every route I have (that aren't a lot, but compare to routes like Hamburg - Hannover or
the Woodheadroute) with a decent framerate, my pc doesn't score too good with this one.
Finally, the acts are well done, but a little bit tight. I can't get to every station in time, but I guess this are real-life timetables.
After all, I'd give this package a 8.5\/10 (with not too much knowledge). Fun, fun, fun !. You definetly need a flight stick to play
this game very well. If not you will reorganize your entire keyboard to attempt to play this game half decent. If you have a flight
stick this game is probably really good.

I have extra steam copies if you want to trade.. Weaboo Mega Man. I'm really crap at it, but it's fun.. One Review - 
twitch.tv/runew0lf 12/03/2018

The story was very nice, at least at had a story and wasnt too terrrible and was very witty and took the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of other
games.

Music was non distracting and the sound effects were ok
The graphics were very well done and the sequences were really nice

The gameplay, frustrating but gave you a sense of achievement. i could easily see this on a console, a load of mates around
drinking beers and seeing who can get the quickest score.

Enjoyed the game and would defintely play it again!. Flash game ported on Steam. Very poor graphics and wonky controls.. It
uses some basic assets, cause weapon sounds and sniper rifle's scoop are identical to ones used in Masked Shooters 2...
Very poor game, I know it's EA, but they are already releasing next game instead of making this properly.
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